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Content sharing has become a part our everyday lives. There are many forms for content sharing.  
Current methods of content sharing include blogs, Facebook, and Clip Marks.  Content can be authored 
by users or taken from external sites.  Blogs and Facebook allow for the quick and easy authoring of new 
content but do not support the complete extraction of external content.  Clip Marks is a Firefox plug-in 
that does not allow for user to author original content, only allowing for the extraction of external 
content.  This thesis details the construction and novel features of Friend Lens.  Friend Lens is a web 
application that allows for user to author original content and for the extraction of complete copies of 
external sites using PHP.  Friend Lens also implemented a novel means of collaboration with the ability 
to highlight posts and to make composite of multiple highlights.  When viewing a composite of multiple 
highlights, a color scale is used to emphasize the content that received the most highlights.  To evaluate 
Friend Lens, human subject evaluated Facebooks, Clip Marks, and Friend Lens in three general 
categories: community, posting content, and practiclity of use.  Friend Lens scored poorly in the 
community category since it does not have many featur s that allow for social networking. In the posting 
content category, Friend Lens ranked highest in the areas of extracting external content, showing other 
users the web sites one enjoys/visits most.  In the practicality of use category, Friend Lens ranked 
highest is the areas of usability for peers to review one’s work, and usability for one’s profession.   
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There are over 2.35 billion results generated by a search on Google for the word “blog” [4].  The 
ability to create and share content has become a world ide activity.   From personal journals to 
professional sites, every day more and more people are using web site to share content and to read 
the content created by others.  The blog has become a part of our everyday life; even the 
President of the United States has a blog [14], as shown in Figure 1-1. 
 
 
Figure 1-1: President Obama's Blog [14]. 
However, as more and more people begin sharing content on the internet, the more and more 
people do so in the same way.   
 
Since the inception of the blog, very little has changed its features and purpose, but much has 
changed in browser capability, user needs, and the number of people sharing content.  Friend 
Lens was designed and implemented to explore news ways for users to share content and to 
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allow users more interaction with posted content.  Current blogging applications lack the ability 
to: 
• Bring focus to the desired parts of posted content 
• Import entire web pages 
• Compile user feedback 
1.2. Thesis Organization 
 
This thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 provides the background and related work.  Chapter 
3 discusses the methodology and the tools needed by Friend Lens.  Chapter 4 presents the Friend 
Lens design, including system architecture and interfac  design.  Chapter 5 will then discuss the 





2. Background and Related Work 
 
This chapter provides a description of current content sharing technology including blogs, Facebook, and 
Clip Marks.  The basics of Web collaboration are also discussed in this chapter. 
2.1. Blogging 
 
A blog is a type of site, usually run by an individual, which is updated regularly with content sharing 
a common theme.  The theme for the added content could be a specific topic (sports, politics, etc.), 
specific kind of media (images, videos, etc.), or just the personal entries of the author(s) of the blog.  
The word blog comes from a play on the words “web log.”  In 1999, Peter Merholz, took the words 
“web log” and came up with the phrase “we blog” [21].  Since then, the term blog is used worldwide. 
A blog’s most basic element is the post. A post is similar to an article in magazine or newspaper.  A 
post receives a title and contains information about a given topic.  The content of a post can include 
text, images, links, or embedded videos.    
 
The structure of a blog is setup to display posts in chronological order.  The most recent post is 
displayed first.   Most blogs offer some automated features to help users with organization: 
• Automatic archives 
• Labels for posts to aid in organization and for search engine purposes 
• Built in searching of all post 
 
Aside from some of the automated features that current blogging sites offer, the fundamental elements 
that make up a blog have not changed for over a decde. Figure 2-1 illustrates a side by side 
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comparison a Web log post by Scripting News from 1997 and one of Google’s blog post (hosted by 
Blogger) from 2009 [21,2]. 
 
 
Web log from 1997 Blog from 2009 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Blogs, Old and New [21,2]. 
2.2. Web Collaboration 
 
Web collaboration has many different forms, but they all share a central idea: have several 
contributors working on centralized data.  There are many examples of Web collaboration already 
available.   
2.2.1. Additive Collaboration 
 
One of the oldest and most basic is the forum.  In a forum, multiple users all contribute to a single 
thread.  Each contribution is a piece of feed back to the original content.  All contributions are 
additive, meaning that there is a single constantly growing collection of contributions.  This 
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paradigm is referred to as “commenting” in many other web applications.  Blogs, Facebook, Clip 
Marks, Friend Lens and many other allow for users to leave comments on posted content [16].  
2.2.2. Single Source, Multiple User Collaboration 
 
Google Documents allows multiple users to edit a single document.  All revisions are stored 
separately.  The final result is a single document containing a compilation of all of the user’s 
input. There are other web applications, such as online code repositories, that allow for similar 
behavior.  Blogs, Clip Marks, and Facebook do not allow for a single source multiple user 
collaboration.  In chapter 3, it will be discussed how Friend Lens incorporates multiple user 
collaboration into the blogging experience [10].  
2.3. Sites Used for Comparison 
2.3.1. Facebook 
 
Facebook is a social networking site.  Social networking web sites allow users to create profiles 
containing personal information and to share information with other users on the site.  Currently, 
Facebook is the most popular, with over 250 million users, but there are literally hundreds of 
social networking sites, each with their own blend of features.  Facebook, although is meant for 
social networking, it also incorporates many content sharing features that are found in most blogs.  




Social Networking Content Sharing 
User profiles with personal information User Created Posts (referred to as “Notes” on 
Facebook, but referred to as “posts” from this 
point on) 
Friends, a mechanism to give users 
privacy control.  Which two users are 
“friends” both users are notified and now 
receive automatic updates regarding their 
friends activity 
Link sharing, included a caption (usually the title 
of the site) and a thumb nail of an image from the 
page 
Privacy settings to restricts public user 
and friend access to various personal 
information and shared content 
Image uploading and automatic gallery 
generation 
User messaging system, allowing for user 
to user communication 
Video embedding and uploading 
Event creation system, featuring invitation 
lists and automatic notification of 
upcoming event 
Feeds, the automatic update to a user’s home 
page with recent friend activity including thumb 
nailed version of uploaded/created content 
Status, small posts that are intended to 
share the user’s current activity with all 
friends 
 
Groups, an entity created by users but 
separate than a user that revolves around 
some user interests.  Multiple users can 
join a group each group can have its own 
content 
 
Table 2-1: Facebook Features. 
Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3 are the interfaces for original content and posting of external content.  
In Figure 2-2, a user can copy and paste a valid URL into the text field.  Figure 2-3 shows the 
content that is extracted from the external site.  The extracted content is limited to a title, caption, 













Facebook also has many third party “applications” which are extensions to the core site.  They are 
created by third parties and have a wide spectrum of functions, from organizational utilities to 
games designed to utilize Facebook’s framework.  Since these applications are not created by or 
directly supported by Facebook they were not used during the research or experimentation phases 
of this thesis [9].  
2.3.2. Clip Marks  
 
Clip Marks is designed for content sharing.  Contrary to Facebook, Clip Marks is not designed for 
social networking.  Clip Marks focuses on extracting content from external sites and posting it as 
a “clip” on ClipMarks.com.  To do so, users are required to install a plug-in for either Firefox or 
Internet Explorer.  Users cannot author original posts; without the plug-in users have no means of 
posting content. A brief explanation of extracting external content using the Clip Marks plug-in is 
described [7]. 






Figure 2-4: Normal Browsing. 
When the user finds text, image, or a video to extract the user activates the plug-in and highlights 
the desired material, as shown in Figure 2-5. 
 
Figure 2-5: Selecting External Content from CNN.com. 
After selecting the desired material the user can create a clip of the original.  The clip does not 
preserve any styling attributes. This clip is then posted to the user’s home page at 










This chapter provides an overview of the research methodology.  This chapter also details the tools and 
software used for developing Friend Lens as well as listing system requirements for the Friend Lens 
installation.  
3.1. Research Approach 
 
Web applications are constantly improving and changing.  In order to discover areas for possible 
improvement, extensive use of current technology was performed.  For over two years leading up 
to the conception of Friend Lens, the sites in Table 3-1 were used and source code examined: 
 
Site Functionality Examined 
Facebook Social Networking, Web Page Sharing, User 
Interface 
Clip Marks External Content Posting, Firefox Plug-in 
Capabilities 
Google Documents Web Collaboration 
Youtube Subscriptions, Ajax Updating 









XAMPP is a free, cross platform, single install which includes all the needed software for 
creating a web server.  It is a very convenient andquick way to install and automatically 
configure an Apache server and MySQL database.   The installation of Apache and MySQL 
separately was an option, but the automatic configuration of all needed programs was ideal.  
XAMPP also offered free updates include all installed programs with the their latest versions.  
The web application used XAMPP full version 1.7.2 featuring PHP version 2.2.12 and MySQL 
version 5.1.37 (Community Server) with PBXT engine 1.0.08-rc [1]. 
3.2.2. Apache: Web Server 
 
Apache is an HTTP server that listens for incoming requests and processes PHP.  Apache allows 
for any computer that has it configured correctly (which XAMPP does automatically as part of 
the installation process) to answer incoming requests on the HTTP port, port 80 and allows for 
any files located in the public folder (htdocs by default) to be viewable by the public. All Friend 
Lens files were placed in the htdocs folder for online interaction [1].   
3.2.3. MySQL: Data Base Server 
 
MySQL stands for "My Structured Query Language" and provides simultaneous multi-user 
access to database(s).   All user information, posts, comments, and highlights were stored using 
MySQL [1].   
3.2.4. Komodo Edit: XHTML, CSS, PHP Editor 
 
Kodomo Edit is a free, open source IDE for web applications.  It supports PHP, (X)HTML, 
JavaScript, CSS, PHP, and many other languages.  It was the only IDE used to complete Friend 
Lens.  Its autocomplete and robust keyword lookup across all supported languages proved to be a 
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great, time saving asset in throughout this project.  Out of all IDE’s available for web 
applications, the combination of open source and robustness made this the best choice. For Friend 
Lens version 5.1.4, build 3797 was used. 
3.2.5. MySQL Query Browser: MySQL query browsing/validation 
 
MySQL Query Browser is a program that can access a MySQL server and browse through all 
databases in the server.  It can also (with the requi d access, such as root access) query the 
database.  This browser was used as a quick way to browse the data base and validate that PHP 
was inserting data into the database correctly.  It was also used it to test query syntax before 
implementing the same queries in PHP.  For Friend Lens MySQL Query Browser version 1.2.15 
was used.  
3.2.6. Mozilla Firefox: Web Browser 
 
Mozilla Firefox is a free, cross platform, open source web browser.  Friend Lens can be viewed 
by all browsers, and the highlighting functionality s only available in Firefox.  Of course a 
browser is needed to use Friend Lens, but we chose to have full support for Firefox for two main 
reasons: (1) Firefox has the ability to tracks a user’s text selections that were needed for Friend 
Lens; (2) Firefox is the most popular cross platform web browser.  Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 have 
the usages of all major web browsers from January 2008 (when the Friend Lens concept was first 
conceived) to October 2009 (when all programming was competed and user surveys began) [22, 




2009 IE8 IE7  IE6  Firefox  Chrome Safari Opera 
October 12.8% 14.1% 10.6% 47.5% 8.0% 3.8% 2.3% 
September 12.2% 15.3% 12.1% 46.6% 7.1% 3.6% 2.2% 
August 10.6% 15.1% 13.6% 47.4% 7.0% 3.3% 2.1% 
July 9.1% 15.9% 14.4% 47.9% 6.5% 3.3% 2.1% 
June 7.1% 18.7% 14.9% 47.3% 6.0% 3.1% 2.1% 
May 5.2% 21.3% 14.5% 47.7% 5.5% 3.0% 2.2% 
April  3.5% 23.2% 15.4% 47.1% 4.9% 3.0% 2.2% 
March 1.4% 24.9% 17.0% 46.5% 4.2% 3.1% 2.3% 
February 0.8% 25.4% 17.4% 46.4% 4.0% 3.0% 2.2% 
January 0.6% 25.7% 18.5% 45.5% 3.9% 3.0% 2.3% 
Table 3-2: Web Browser Usage for 2009. 
2008 IE7 IE6 IE5 Firefox Chrome Safari Opera 
December 26.1% 19.6%   44.4% 3.6% 2.7% 2.4% 
November 26.6% 20.0%   44.2% 3.1% 2.7% 2.3% 
October 26.9% 20.2%   44.0% 3.0% 2.8% 2.2% 
September 26.3% 22.3%   42.6% 3.1% 2.7% 2.0% 
August 26.0% 24.5%   43.7%   2.6% 2.1% 
July 26.4% 25.3%   42.6%   2.5% 1.9% 
June 27.0% 26.5% 0.5% 41.0%   2.6% 1.7% 
May 26.5% 27.3% 0.7% 39.8%   2.4% 1.5% 
April 24.9% 28.9% 1.0% 39.1%   2.2% 1.4% 
March 23.3% 29.5% 1.1% 37.0%   2.1% 1.4% 
February 22.7% 30.7% 1.3% 36.5%   2.0% 1.4% 
January 21.2% 32.0% 1.5% 36.4%   1.9% 1.4% 
Table 3-3: Web Browser Usage for 2008. 
3.3. System Requirements 
 
The system requirements are listed in Table 3-4. 
 
Memory CPU Hard Drive Space 
256MB 233MHz or greater 300MB  
Table 3-4: System Requirements. 
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4. System Design 
 
This chapter details the architecture, interface, and features of Friend Lens. The purpose of each of t e 
languages used in Friend Lens is also detailed. 
4.1. Friend Lens Architecture  
 
Friend Lens has a “Three Tier” architecture: Presentation tier, Logic tier, and Data tier.  The 
presentation tier handles page layout, styling, and user interface.  The Logic tier handles events 
and user interaction to make logical decisions and to handles query creation to send to the data 
tier.  The data tier stores and handles retrieving of data.  The tiers are listed in Table 4-1. 
 
 Presentation Tier Logic Tier Data Tier 
Languages Used HTML 4.01, CSS JavaScript, PHP MySQL 





Figure 4-1: Three tier diagram. 
Figure 4-1 illustrates where the various languages used in Friend Lens are in the Three Tier 
Architecture.  The presentation tier will be seen by the user and consists of HTML and CSS.  
JavaScript is embedded inside of HTML code, however it does produce any elements seen 
by user; JavaScript only manipulates CSS code which t en styles the HTML.  JavaScript 
detects and handles user input (mouse click, dragging the mouse, pressing enter, etc.).  The 
logical tier handles user input and HTML generation.  PHP is used to generate the correct 
HTML based on user navigation.  JavaScript and PHP can update the content of a page 
without requiring the browser to refresh using AJAX.  AJAX allows for data to be shared 
between JavaScript and PHP and can be used as a cue for JavaScript to update the content 
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of various HTML tags.  PHP also retrieves data (user information, post content, etc.) from 
the data base using the built in MySQL tools.   
4.1.1. Interface Design 
 
Friend Lens has a single menu that serves as a launch point to all possible activity.   Figure 4-2 
shows the menu location and submenu labels.   
 
 
Figure 4-2: Friend Lens Menu. 
Figure 4-3 is an illustration of the activities a user can access from the menu.  There are six 
submenus: Posts, Create, Community, Groups, Survey, Logout.  
 
 




This menu was designed to grant quick, intuitive access to all parts of the Friend Lens 
architecture.  The Post submenu displays all posts the user has created.  The Create submenu is a 
launching point for the user to create an original post or to capture an external Web page as a 
post.  Posts are discussed in detail in sections 4.3 and 4.4.  The Community submenu allows users 
to create subscriptions, detailed in section 4.2.4, friends detailed in section 4.2.2, and to see a list 
of all users, as shown in Figure 4-4. The menu was based off of similar menus found in the 
applications listed in Table 3-1. 
 
Figure 4-4: User List. 
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4.1.2. Database Design 
 
Figure 4-5: Database Schema. 
Figure 4-5 is an illustration of the database schema used in Friend Lens.  All data stored in Friend 
Lens is attached to the user who created them.  Allposts, groups, subscriptions, friends, 
comments, and users have a user ID as either a primry or a foreign key.  In the case of posts and 
comments, they also have to have the id of the parent post stored.  All database interaction is 
through PHP using the MySQL functions that are partof the PHP 4.0 or greater standard.   
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4.2. User Accounts 
 
A user account grants access to Friend Lens and to all content on the site.  Friend Lens is a 
completely open site with no privacy limitations or restricted access to any of the content.  This 
was done to promote as much activity as possible.  Every user has the exact privileges as every 
other user and all that are content either created or added by a user can be viewed and interacted 
with by all users.  
 
4.2.1. Creating User Accounts  
 
Only information needed from user is a user name and a password.  No personal information, 
such as real name or email address, is required.  The only restriction is that every user name must 
be unique, so once a user name is taken no other user can sign up with that user name. 
4.2.2. Friend lists 
 
Friends, initially, do not change the user experience i  anyway.  If user A adds user B as a friend 
the only immediate change for user A is the link to user B’s profile in user A’s friend list.  
Friendship, contrary to the common definition, is entir ly one way within friend lens.  For 
example, if user A makes user B a friend, user B isgiven no notification and there is absolutely 
zero change for user B (not even the link user A receives is added for user B).   Although they 






Groups allows for a user to organize the comments and highlights of others.  Every user is given a 
default group called “Other.”  The interface allows users to view the highlights and comments of 
an individual user or all of comments and highlights of a group of users.  A user can make any 
number of groups and a friend can be placed into multiple groups.  The purpose of groups is to 
help users organize the feedback from other users in a way that is most beneficial to them.  For 
example, a user can make a group for all family members, another for coworkers, and a third for 
classmates.  Figure 4-6 is example of how the post interface can benefit from using groups.  The 
user created a group called “Family.”  All groups the user creates, along with the default group 
“Other,” are listed on the left side of the post.  All users in this group that have either commented 
or highlighted the post being viewed are listed. In this example, two members of the family group 
have left highlights on the current post.  The user can toggle the highlights and comments of 
individual users or entire groups.  The viewing of an entire group’s highlights is discussed in 




Figure 4-6: Viewing a post after creating a group. 
4.2.4. Subscriptions 
 
Subscriptions are a convenience utility.  User A can subscribe to user B and from then on when 
user B makes a new post, user A will see a notificaion of this new post in his/her subscriptions 
list.  Subscriptions are also entirely one way, meaning if user A subscribes to user B, user B will 
experience zero change in experience.  The purpose of a subscription is to allow users to stay up-
to-date on the most recent blog posts of the authors t ey follow most.   
 
4.3. Basic Blogging 
4.3.1. Post created by user 
 
Users can create a blog post using text and any stadard HTML.  Friend Lens does not support 
the uploading of files. However, any images, videos, or embedded objects that have an absolute 
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URL can be put into a post using the appropriate HTML tag.  Upon creation of a post, that post 
appears first on the user’s home page, as shown in Figure 4-7. 
 
 
Figure 4-7: Example of a Plain Text Post. 
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Figure 4-8 shows the post creation process when using HTML.  Any HTML that is part of the 
4.01 standard is completely compatible with Friend Lens posts. 
 
Figure 4-8: Creating Post Using HTML. 
 
Figure 4-9 is the final result of a user created post that used HTML from the Figure 4-8 source 
code. 
 
Figure 4-9: Example of a Post with HTML. 
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4.3.2. User Collaboration/Feedback: Commenting 
 
Any post that the user makes, original or external, c n be commented and highlighted.  The 
numbers of comments and highlights are automatically updated and displayed below the 
post, as shown in Figure 4-10. 
 
 
Figure 4-10: Post feedback details. 
Commenting is used as a means of feedback to any post.  Comments are different from posts in 
only one regard: they require a parent post.  This means that a comment can contain any text or 
HTML that a post can; images, videos, or any other embeddable objects. 
4.3.3. Highlighting 
 
A novel tool unique to Friend Lens is the ability to highlight posts.  Highlights have many 
uses: 
• Emphasizing parts of posts that are important to that user 
• Peer reviewing  




In order to highlight, users go into the highlight and comment interface.  From there the post 
looks exactly the same as it does on the home page with the addition of highlight buttons, but 
this is actually a copy of the original post.  To highlight text or links, user selects the desired 
text and presses the highlight button.  This act, dynamically updates the source code with the 
needed styling code, which is why a copy is needed.  The original post is preserved and the 
post with highlights is stored separately.  The highlight interface is shown in Figure 4-11. 
 
 
Figure 4-11: Highlight Interface. 
Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 are examples of how highlighting can be used to improve 
feedback, help in collaboration, and be used in peer revision.  Figure 4-12 is a comment to a 
post discussing a possible spelling error.  However, th  comment is vague because it does not 




Figure 4-12: Commenting alone. 
In Figure 4-13, the comment is discussing a possible spelling issue.  The comment alone is 
not helpful.  When the comment and the highlight are viewed at the same time, the feedback 
is much more clear and useful. 
 
 
Figure 4-13: Highlights and comments together. 
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4.4. Capturing and Altering an External URL 
 
A novel feature of Friend Lens is the ability for users to post entire web pages as blog posts.  This 
feature allows users that have found a web page of interest to post that page, in its entirety to their 
home page.  The user interface is shown in Figure 4-14. 
 
 
Figure 4-14: External Posting Interface. 
The user interface is a set of two frames, meaning that the page is split into two independent web 
pages.  The top frame is the Friend Lens menu.  Thebottom frame contains a cached copy of the 
desired web page.   Capturing an external URL has te following steps: 
1. Paste a valid URL into the text field 
2. View the page: The cached copy of the original URL is created and displayed in the 
bottom frame 




Figure 4-15: External Page Extraction. 
The details of creating a copy of an external Web page and saving the copy as a post are detailed 
in Figure 4-15.  After a user pastes a URL into the text field of the top frame, as shown in Figure 
4-14, JavaScript sends the URL to PHP via AJAX and PHP then uses a mechanism known as 
“curling” to copy the source code.  The mechanism for capturing the external source code is part 
of the PHP 4.0.2 or greater standard.  The copy is then stored in the data where it can be retrieved 
by PHP. 
 
A difficult challenge was in preserving the original source code of an external URL.  To 
minimize file transfers and to enable all of the Friend Lens features, the pages needed to be 
cached as single HTML document, but when the source code for a web page moves from one 
domain to another, the behavior of the page is not guaranteed to be preserved.  It is common for 
the original source code to have relative paths for images, links, or script files.  For example, a 




<img src=”myImageFolder/pic1.jpg” /> 
 
The problem here is that the folder “myImageFolder” is a directory that does not exist on the 
Friend Lens server. That directory only exists on the original domain.  If this code is viewed 
anywhere else other than the original domain, then  image will not be displayed.  To correct 
this, Friend Lens will search the cached copy of the source code, before displaying it to the user, 
and will auto correct any images tags with this problem.  The result from auto correction would 
be the following absolute path: 
 
<img src=”http://OriginalDomain/myImageFolder/pic1. jpg” /> 
 
Image tags are just one tag that can suffer from this very common problem.   Other tags that 
Friend Lens auto corrects are: 
• Link tags that link CSS 
• Script tags  
• Anchor tags (hyper link tags) 
  
4.5. Creating and Viewing a Composite of a Groups Highlights 
4.5.1. Purpose 
 
When a post has highlights from multiple users, Friend Lens can make a composite of all 
highlights.  This allows the author to get a quick summary of what are the most commonly 
highlighted text (image composite not available).   
 
The highlight composite takes all highlights for a post and searches for any highlights that are 
subsets of any other highlights.  A preset, three color scale is used in the composite.  The text that 




Percent of the maximum 
number of highlights 
Color 






Table 4-2: Highlight Colors. 
4.5.2. Interface 
 
The highlight composite is the driving force behind groups.  Each group receives its own 
highlight composite.  Making different groups allows for organization of highlights and for quick 
overview of what each group highlights most.  An example of individual highlights is shown in 
Figure 4-16. 
 
Figure 4-16: Highlight by Individual. 









5. Human Subject Experiments 
 
In order to evaluate the usefulness and to discover if F iend Lens improves user experience 
beyond currently available applications, human subject experiments conducted.  Three web 
applications were compared: Facebook, Clip Marks, and Friend Lens.  Facebook was chosen for 
its large user base, social networking capabilities, and to compare its content sharing capabilities 
to Friend Lens.  Clip Marks was chosen for its extrme similarity in functionality for posting 
external content.  The survey had users evaluate the following areas: 
• Community 
• Posting Content 
• Practicality of Use 
 
The 31 subjects were men and women ranging from 20 to 3 years old.  All subjects were in 
college or had graduated from college.  The majority f the subjects had a background in 
engineering. None of the subjects had used Friend Ls prior to participating in the experiment. 
  
The questions were designed after each system was used and were designed such that some 
question had an expected winner.  The reason for this was to ensure that responses were honest 
and that the users actually took the time to become familiar with each system.  The survey 
questions are listed in Table 5-1. The instructions the user received are shown in Appendix A.  
Appendix B contains a copy of the original questions.  Human subjects were allowed to leave 




The questions were on a scale of 0 to 5, with 0 indicating “None” or “Not Available/Applicable” 
and 5 being the highest ranking.  The scale was integer based so the subject had to enter a 0, 
1,2,3,4, or 5; decimal values were not allowed.   The results across all surveys were averaged and 




Intuitiveness of finding other users. Facebook Facebook 
Ease of presenting content to the public. Facebook Tie (Facebook and Clip Marks) 
Ease of sharing content with friends (users on the same site). Facebook Facebook 
Ease of monitoring the activity of other users. Facebook Facebook 
Ease of creating new content authored by you. Unknown Facebook 
Ease of adding pictures Facebook Facebook 
Ease of adding links to other sites Facebook Tie (Facebook and Clip Marks) 
Ability to post content for external sites to your blog/home 
page. 
Friend Lens Friend Lens 
Ability to comment on the posts/pages of other users. Unknown Facebook 
The ability of allowing others to edit/comment on material 
you authored 
Unknown Facebook 
The ability to stay in touch with people you know Facebook Facebook 
The ability to save content from your favorite web sites Friend Lens Friend Lens 
The ability to allow others to see the web sites you visit/enjoy 
most 
Unknown Friend Lens 
Usability for peers to review your work. Unknown Friend Lens 
Usability for your profession Unknown Friend Lens 
Table 5-1: Survey Questions. 
5.1. Community Results 
 
The first category of questions evaluated each site’s ability to build a community for the users.  Figure 5-1 
is a graph of the averages for each question in the community category.  Table 5-2 contains the numeric 
values for the averages for each question in the community category. Section 5.4 contains an in depth 




Figure 5-1: Community Results Graph. 
 Intuitiveness of 
finding other 
users. 
Ease of presenting 
content to the 
public. 
Ease of sharing 
content with 
friends (users on 






Facebook 4.3226 3.5484 4.2903 4.6129 
Clip Marks 2.2903 3.5484 3.3871 3.5161 
Friend Lens 2.8065 3.0645 3.3871 3.1613 
Table 5-2: Community Scores. 
5.2. Posting Content Results 
 
The second category of questions evaluated each site’s content posting features.  Figure 5-2 is a graph 
of the averages for each question in the posting cotent category.  Table 5-3 contains the numeric 
values for the averages for each question in the community category. Section 5.5 contains an in depth 





Figure 5-2: Posting Content Results Graph. 
 























Facebook 4.0323 4.2581 4.2903 3.0968 3.9677 
Clip Marks 2.9677 3.0645 4.2903 3.7097 3.0645 
Friend Lens 4.0000 2.4194 4.1290 4.0323 3.2258 
Table 5-3: Posting Content Scores. 
 
5.3. Practicality of Use Results 
 
The third category of questions evaluated each site’s practicality of use.  The goal of these questions 
was to evaluate each site’s potential useful in the user’s everyday life.  Figure 5-3 is a graph of the 





Figure 5-3: Practicality of Use Result Graph. 
 
Table 5-4 and Table 5-5 contain the numeric values for the averages for each question in the 
community category. Section 5.5 contains an in depth analysis of the result for this category. 
 The ability of allowing 
others to edit/comments 
on material you 
authored 
The ability to stay in 
touch with people you 
know 
The ability to save 
content from your 
favorite web sites 
Facebook 3.9677 4.9355 2.8387 
Clip Marks 2.9677 2.1613 3.2903 
Friend Lens 3.3871 2.8065 3.4516 
Table 5-4: Practicality of Use Scores 1. 
 
 The ability to allow 
others to see the web 
sites you visit/enjoy 
most 
Usability for peers to 
review your work. 
Usability for your 
profession 
Facebook 3.2258 3.2258 2.2258 
Clip Marks 3.5484 2.7419 1.9677 
Friend Lens 3.6129 3.5161 2.3548 




5.4. Community Results Analysis 
 
5.4.1. Intuitiveness for finding others 
 
Figure 5-4  contains the averaged rankings for “intuitiveness of finding other users” from the 
human subject experiments. 
 
Figure 5-4: Intuitiveness of finding other users. 
Facebook is the clear winner.  This result was expected due to Facebook’s very robust user search 
system that features suggestion based upon location, schools, and even tracking friends of friends.   
 
Friend Lens had only one mechanism, a single list of all users as seen in Figure 4-4, to use for 
finding others.  Although this lone feature was notvery robust, or even searchable, it was enough 
to score higher than Clip Marks which lacks any direct link to user list or user search. 
5.4.2. Ease of presenting content to the public 
 
Figure 5-5 contains the averaged rankings for “ease of presenting content to the public” from the 





Figure 5-5: Ease of presenting content to the public. 
 
In this category, Facebook and Clip Marks are very close.  The original hypothesis was that 
Facebook would score the highest, Clip Marks second highest, and Friend Lens would score 
lowest.  This result is particularly surprising because most user comments describe a frustration 
with Clip Marks because one must install a plug-in before any content can be presented to the 
public.   
 
Friend Lens’ low score is due to its interface issues.  It had the least robust interface out of all 
three.  However, it still scored very closely with t e other two, which seems to support the 
suspicion that an overly simplified interface can help users understand exactly what to do without 
confusion.   
5.4.3. Ease of sharing content with friends  
 
Figure 5-6 contains the averaged rankings for “ease of haring content with friends” from the 




Figure 5-6: Ease of sharing content with friends (users of the same site). 
 
The most important part of this question is the concept of sharing with “friends.”  Facebook was 
the expected and actual winner for this reason.  In social networking it is rare to want to share 
information with the general public; instead, users want specific people, which use the same web 
site, to view the content they have created.  Facebook features live feed updates that 
automatically shows all friends any new content a user creates from his/her home pages. 
 
Clip Marks and Friends both rely solely on a subscription paradigm which is very similar to a 
“friend” but only one direction.  This means that a subscriber’s activity does not affect and is not 
seen by the user to whom they have subscribed.  Facebook’s notion of “friend” is two-way, where 
both parties interaction, communicate, and automatically share content with each other. 
5.4.4. Ease of monitoring the activity of other users 
 
Figure 5-7 contains the averaged rankings for “ease of presenting content to the public” from the 




Figure 5-7: Ease of monitoring the activity of other users. 
 
Much like the results for sharing content, Facebook d minated the “monitoring activity of other 
users” category.  Facebook will show the user the activity of all of the user’s friends 
automatically as soon as the users log on to the sie.  However, for both Clip Marks and Friend 
Lens, the user must search through his/her subscriptions (in Clip Marks it is called “Guides”) in 
order to monitor user activity.   
 
More importantly, the question asked about activity, not merely postings.  Friend Lens and Clip 
Mark only allow users to monitor content postings.  Facebook allows users to see a much larger 
spectrum of user activity such as: 
• New Friendships 
• Picture Uploads 
• Games (Applications) being played 
• Relationship Status 
• Events Creation, Invitation, Attendance 




5.5. Posting Content Results Analysis 
5.5.1. Ease of creating content authored by you 
 
Figure 5-8 contains the averaged rankings for “ease creating content authored by you” from the 
human subject experiments. 
 
 
Figure 5-8: Ease of creating new content authored by you. 
 
Facebook scored slightly higher than Friend Lens and higher than Clip Marks.   Clip Marks was 
expected to score lowest when the question was designed because Clip Marks does not allow for 
content creation, only content extraction from other sites.  The similar, high scores of both 
Facebook and Friend Lens is due to their extremely similar interfaces; Figure 5-9 shows the 




Figure 5-9: Facebook note interface. 
 
Figure 5-10: Friend Lens post interface. 
 
Facebook has a more robust interface, with options f r adding photos, adjusting privacy, and 
tagging friend, but the interface for creating the content are identical.  This interface is a very 
general interface used by nearly all major blogs and forums.  




Figure 5-11 contains the averaged rankings for “ease of adding pictures” from the human subject 
experiments. 
 
Figure 5-11: Ease of adding pictures. 
 
Facebook is extremely well adept at adding pictures.  It has a Java utility that allows users to 
upload pictures in bulk, making it the only one of these three applications able to do so.  Clip 
Marks and Friend Lens cannot upload images from disk; images must be added from an existing 
image URL.  Clip Marks can add images much easier than Friend Lens since the only method of 
adding images to Friend Lens is to know the required HTML in order to embed the image in a 
user created post.  In theory, the user could use Friend Lens’ external page caches, but that would 
bring along any images contained in the page without any means to filter out the unwanted 
images. 
5.5.3. Ease of adding links to other sites 
 
Figure 5-12 contains the averaged rankings for “ease of adding links to other sites” from the 




Figure 5-12: Ease of adding links to other sites. 
 
Clip Mark and Facebook both provide automatic link creation if the user can copy and paste a 
URL.  Friend Lens automatically generates links for all external posts but for users to have links 
embedded in a post authored by them, they have to know the required HTML for generating a 
hyperlink.    
5.5.4. Ability to post content for external sites to your blog/home page 
 
Figure 5-13 contains the averaged rankings for “ability to post content for external sites to your 





Figure 5-13: Ability to post content from external sites to your blog/home page. 
 
The only expected result for this question was for Facebook to score lowest.  Facebook only 
imports a caption and generates a link for external content (Facebook can currently handle 
embedded video).  Clip Marks and Friend Lens are unique in the sense that they allow for the 
extraction of external content.   The difference in scores between Clip Marks and Friend Lens is 
explained by how the external content is extracted.   The lower score indicates that hand picking 
individual items for extraction is more difficult for users than extracting the entire page.  This is 
not unexpected though, since the Friend Lens interfac  was designed to be as simple as possible; 
users only have to be able to copy and paste a URL in order to post external content. 
5.5.5. Ability to comment on the posts/pages of other users 
 
Figure 5-14 contains the averaged rankings for “ability to comment on the posts/pages of other 





Figure 5-14: Ability to comment on the posts/pages of other users. 
 
 
Facebook incorporates feedback into all possible user activity and does so very intuitively.  When 
a user is looking at a post (known as a note on Facebook), picture, or status a comment button is 
always attached.  Clip Marks and Friend Lens, althoug  having fewer things to comment, allow 
for commenting in the same way.  The main advantage is that clicking the link uses AJAX to 
generate a box for leaving comments as oppose to taking them to another page.  The most 
important conclusion from this question is that users gave lower scores to any interface that 
interrupts their interaction with a page transfer. 
5.6. Practicality of Use Results Analysis 
5.6.1. The ability of allowing others to edit/comment on material you 
authored 
 
Figure 5-15 contains the averaged rankings for “the ability of allowing others to edit/comment on 





Figure 5-15: The ability of allowing other to edit/comment on material you authored. 
 
This question deals with the author’s control over th  editing/commenting by others.  Facebook is 
the only candidate that allows for user controlled r strictions on these.  In Facebook, privacy 
settings can be adjusted to allow only certain users to see content posted and thus, restrict the 
users that are allowed to edit/comment to a subset of all friends.   Clip Marks and Friend Lens 
both follow a “public by default” approach.  The only restriction on commenting is that a 
commenter must be a member of the same site.   
5.6.2. The ability to stay in touch with people you know 
 
Figure 5-16 contains the averaged rankings for “the ability to stay in touch with people you 




Figure 5-16: The ability to stay in touch with people you know. 
 
Facebook is the clear winner, as expected, in this category.  Staying in touch with people is the 
purpose of Facebook, where as the purpose of Clip Marks and Friend Lens is content 
presentation.  These scores can be explained by a simple comparison of tools that each site offers 
for social networking, as shown in Table 5-6. 
 
Social Networking Facebook Clip Marks Friend Lens 
User profiles with 
personal information    
Friends, a mechanism 
to give users privacy 
control.  When two 
users are “friends” both 
users are notified and 
now receive automatic 






Privacy settings to 
restricts public user and 
friend access to various 
personal information 
and shared content 
 
  
Social Networking Facebook Clip Marks Friend Lens 
User messaging 
system, allowing for 




Event creation system, 






Status, small posts that 
are intended to share 
the user’s current 
activity with all friends 
 
  
Groups, an entity 
created by users but 
separate than a user that 
revolves around some 
user interests.  Multiple 
users can join a group 




Table 5-6: Social Networking Comparison. 
 
It should be noted that although Friend Lens has an entity known as a “group,” it is not a group 
that can users can join and use for socializing.  A group in Friend Lens is used only for highlight 
organization.   
 
Table 5-6 illustrates why Facebook was the clear winner, but does not explain why Friend Lens, 
with no social networking capabilities, would score higher than Clip Marks.  One explanation 
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could be that a user being able to author original content, something impossible in Clip Marks, is 
considered as a mean of staying in touch.  Another possible explanation is that the feedback 
system in Friend Lens is a better means for users to communicate than the feedback system in 
Clip Marks.  This will be further discussed in the future work section. 
5.6.3. The ability to save content from your favorite web sites 
 
Figure 5-17 contains the averaged rankings for “the ability to stay in touch with people you 
know” from the human subject experiments. 
 
 
Figure 5-17: Ability to save content from your favorite sites. 
 
This is the area that Friend Lens was designed to improve upon and results indicate success.   
Friend Lens was designed to allow users to save copies of entire web pages without the 
installation of a plug-in.  Before testing began there was suspicion that Clip Mark required plug-
in installation would lead to lower scores.  However, Facebook does not require the installation of 
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a plug-in for external content extraction, but still scored the lowest.  This indicates that users 
prefer completeness of external content extraction.  Si ce Friend Lens is the only application that 
can capture an external web page’s entire source, it is logical to deduce that is why it scored the 
highest. 
5.6.4. The ability to allow others to see the web sites you visit/enjoy most 
 
Figure 5-18 contains the averaged rankings for “the ability to allow other to see the web sites you 
visit/enjoy most” from the human subject experiments. 
 
 
Figure 5-18: The ability to allow others to see the web sites you visit/enjoy most. 
 
It is not unexpected that the sites that are best at aving and posting external content would also 
score the highest in this category.  This category was designed to see if the extraction of external 
content could be used to detect trends in user activity.  Seeing as Facebook extracts the least from 
any external page, only images, links, video, and captions, it is now obvious that the methods 
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implemented by Clip Marks and Friend Lens are better for showing what other sites a user 
visits/enjoys most.   
5.6.5. Usability for peers to review your work 
 
Figure 5-19 contains the averaged rankings for “usability for peers to review your work” from the 
human subject experiments. 
 
 
Figure 5-19: Usability for peers to review your work. 
 
This question was used to gain insight into the usefuln ss of the combination commenting and 
highlighting that Friend Lens offers.  Although allof these sites allows for work to be shown to 
other users and for feedback to be given, Friend Lens is the only site that allows for direction 
interaction with the original post.  Friend Lens allowing the combination of highlighting text or 
an image, then creating a comment corresponding with those highlights gives the user more tools 
for peer revision.  Possible extensions to the highlighting and commenting features will be 
discussed in the future work. 
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5.6.6. Usability for your profession 
 




Figure 5-20: Usability for your profession 
 
With these results, it is less important to declare a winner, but to rather note how poorly all sites 
scored, as listed in Table 5-7: 
 Usability for your 
profession 
Facebook 2.2258 
Clip Marks 1.9677 
Friend Lens 2.3548 




Even though Friend Lens has the highest score, no site scored above a 2.5 which indicates users 
would not likely use any for professional use.  For explanation, there are two areas to be 
examined:  
1) The tools each site offers for professionals.  
2) Appeal of each site to professionals.   
All sites allow users to communicate with other users either through direct messaging or through 
feedback left in comments.  All sites allow for the cr ation and sharing of original content.  The 
question remains, “what do professionals want to use a site for?”  Possible answers and 







Web applications are now a part of our everyday lives and more and more people are sharing content 
online.  The way people share content has not changed significantly over the last decades and new 
methods for content sharing and online collaboration are needed. Blogs and social networks are need 
of improvement and the incorporation of external content and improving feedback are areas that 
needs more exploration.    
6.2. Contributions 
 
Friend Lens introduced many novel approaches to the blogging, user feedback, and collaboration.  
Friend Lens introduced the ability to extract entire web pages as user posts.  From there, a user can 
use comments and the novel approach of highlights as feedback.  Friend Lens introduced highlight 
composites allowing users to quickly summarize and alyze the feedback from others.  The addition 
of groups allows for the organization of user feedback to further improve the quality of user feedback.  
All of these contributions were implemented using existing, open source technology. 
 
In order to evaluate the usefulness of Friend Lens’ new features a user survey was conducted with 31 
anonymous users to evaluate Facebook, Clip Marks, and Friend Lens.  The results were presented and 
evaluated thoroughly.   
 
The results of the human subject experiments showed that Friend Lens improved upon both Facebook 
and Clip Marks in the following areas: 
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• The ability to post content from external sites to one’s blog/home page 
• The ability to allow others to see the web sites one visits/enjoys most 
• Usability for peers to review one’s work 
• Usability for one’s profession 
The results of the human subject experiments showed that Friend Lens Improved upon Clip Marks in 
the following areas: 
• Intuitiveness of finding other users 
• Creating new content authored by users 
• The ability to comment on posts/pages of other users 
• The ability of allowing others to edit/comment on material authored by users 
• The ability to stay in touch with people a user knows 
The results of the human subject experiments showed that Friend Lens did the poorest in the 
following areas: 
• Ease of presenting content to the public 
• Ease of sharing content with friends 
• Ease of monitoring the activity of other users 
• Ease of adding pictures 
• Ease of adding links to other sites 
6.3. Limitations and Future Work 
 
Friend Lens does not support all valid URLs.  All possible forms of generating links, incorporating 




6.3.1. Expanding the functionality of highlighting various object in a web 
page 
The highlight interface is currently very limited.  There are many features that could help improve 
the user experience when highlighting or viewing hihlights: 
• Highlight color selection 
• Embedded object highlights 
• Composite of image highlights 
6.3.2. Extract data from user activity in order to enhance their experience 
 
One of the motivations of Friend Lens was to show users, quickly and easily, what parts of their 
post fellow Friend Lens users cared about most.  With this in mind, it would beneficial to add in 
automated interest tracking.  There are many different sources of data that can be used to gain 
information regarding user interest: 
• Sources of a users external posts 
• Common titles or phrases in posts 
• Text that user commonly highlights 
• Areas of interest to which users subscribe 
6.3.3. Allow for asynchronous collaboration on a single document 
 
The next step beyond merely highlighting a post is for collaborative highlight, commenting, and 
even editing of a post.  Since Friend Lens already preserves a copy of all edits to a post, this could 
be implemented without harming any current functionality and would be easily incorporated into 
the current architecture.  As shown from the results, Friend Lens scored the highest in the areas of 
“review for work” and “use for profession.” 
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6.3.4. Web browsing from within Friend Lens for external page posting 
 
Friend Lens currently has the capability to view external pages, but if a user begins browsing that 
external page (clicking links, loading videos, etc.) here is not a guarantee that all links will work.  
If a link is dynamically generated using a scripting language, such as JavaScript, the language is 
able to detect that the code is not being hosted on the expected and can behave in unpredictable 
ways.  To address this, Friend Lens forces links within cached pages to open in a new window. A 
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To participate in this survey you must meet the following minimum requirements: 
1. If not already installed, install Firefox 3.0 or greater.  (Internet Explorer and Chrome will not benefit our survey.  We 
also request that all participants use the same web browser in the hopes to removing interface inconsitencies)  
2. Create an account at each site 
3. If any of the web applications require a firefox plug-in please follow the instructions on the respective site in order to do 
so.  (Note: Installation of Facebook "Apps" are not required for this survey) 
 
The survey that you will take can be found at http://friendlens.no-ip.org (it is a large link in the top menu after login) 
 
Part of the survey is to evaluate the ease and intui iveness of using a particular site, so you will not be 
given instructions here.  In other words, it up the each web application to teach you how to use it. Feel free to look over 
the survey before you begin to ensure that you can confidently reply to all questions. 
 
Important notes: 
1.  If any web site is unreachable or down, please notify the survey coordinator, John Gibbons atjwgibbo@gmail.com, 
immediately 
 
2.  Remember to be as unbiased in your responses as possible.  Do not allow prior familiarity with any of the web 
applications or knowledge of the origins of a web application to influence your responses. 
 
3.  This is an open survey.  You can forward this email to anyone you wish as long as they will follow all of 
the instructions. 
 
4. All survey submissions are anonymous.  You do not have to submit or post personal information if you do not want to. 
 
Web Site URLs 
 
Facebook:  http://facebook.com 
Clip Marks: http://clipmarks.com 
Friend Lens: http://friendlens.no-ip.org 
 
Thank you very much for your time.  It is greatly appreciated. 
 
 




NOTE: You must have first used Friend Lens (http://Friend Lens.no-ip.org), Facebook (http://facebook.com), and 
Clip Marks (http://clipmarks.com) long enough to answer the questions found in this survey. You CANNOT 
SAVE, so please look over all questions and be prepared to complete the entire survey. 
 
This survey is not a ranking of the applications used. Rank each web application independently (i.e. dfferent 
applications can receive the same score in the samec tegory). 
 





Intuitiveness of finding other users. *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Intuitive 
 
Intuitiveness of finding other users. *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Intuitive 
 
Intuitiveness of finding other users. *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Intuitive 
 
Ease of presenting content to the public. *Facebook 
 





      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of presenting content to the public. *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of presenting content to the public. *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of sharing content with friends (users on the same site). *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of sharing content with friends (users on the same site). *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of sharing content with friends (users on the same site). *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 





Ease of monitoring the activity of other users. *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of monitoring the activity of other users. *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of monitoring the activity of other users. *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 





Ease of creating new content authored by you. *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of creating new content authored by you. *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of adding pictures *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of adding pictures *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of adding pictures *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of adding links to other sites *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ease of adding links to other sites *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 





Ease of adding links to other sites *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Not Available 
      
Very Easy 
 
Ability to post content for external sites to your blog/home page. *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Cannot include content from 
external sites.       
100% of external content can 
be posted 
 
Ability to post content for external sites to your blog/home page. *Clip Marks 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Cannot include content from 
external sites.       
100% of external content can 
be posted 
 
Ability to post content for external sites to your blog/home page. *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Cannot include content from 
external sites.       
100% of external content can 
be posted 
 
Ability to comment on the posts/pages of other users. *Facebook 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Cannot comment 
      
Highly complex complex commenting available 
 




0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Cannot comment 
      
Highly complex complex commenting available 
 
Ability to comment on the posts/pages of other users. *Friend Lens 
 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
 
Cannot comment 
      
Highly complex complex commenting available 
 
 
Rank the likelihood of using the application: for the following 
 
The ability of allowing others to edit/comments on material you authored *Facebook 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability of allowing others to edit/comments on material you authored *Clip Marks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability of allowing others to edit/comments on material you authored *Friend Lens 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 




1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to stay in touch with people you know *Clip Marks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to stay in touch with people you know *Friend Lens 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to save content from your favorite web sites * facebook 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to save content from your favorite web sites *Clip Marks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to save content from your favorite web sites *Friend Lens 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 





The ability to allow others to see the web sites you visit/enjoy most *Facebook 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to allow others to see the web sites you visit/enjoy most *Clip Marks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
The ability to allow others to see the web sites you visit/enjoy most *Friend Lens 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
Usability for peers to review your work. *Facebook 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
Usabilty for peers to review your work. *Clip Marks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 




1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
Usability for your profession *Facebook 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
Usability for your profession *Clip Marks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 
Usability for your profession *Friend Lens 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
None 
     
Very likely 
 









Appendix C) Responses made in the comment section by users 
 
It should be noted that for professional reasons, expletives were censored. 
Comments from anonymous user 
Need much more webbing to make navigation a lot easier, when updating a page i'd like to see the updated 
post right after clicking save.  
 
Would like to see options to connect with other users who reference the same sites as me frequently.  
 
Optional HTML code is fine, i'd like to see better/faster ways of posting non-text content besides full web 
pages 
 
Finding partial web page information like clip marks would be a great boost, actually making me want to 
use this page immediately, but as it is now, i might as well be just posting links to full web pages. 
 
I'd like to see more options on every page instead of drop-down lists for 5 buttons on top, it takes me 4-5 
clicks to get anything done, while facebook/clip marks, takes 2-3 
Since facebook is for social networking instead of external sharing, it seems a little out of place next to clip 
marks and friend lens. 
 
With added development and maybe a browser plug-in, I could see friend lens directly competing with clip 
marks. 
 
The All User is helpful for seeing everyone on the site, but if the membership continued to grow, then it 
would become less useful.  Some sort of search or filter would help group the users. 
 
I found this to be really user-friendly.  It was easy to figure out how to post new blogs and pages.  I think 
the function of being able to post entire webpages and highlighting pertinent (and/or snarky) comments has 
real potential for lots of goofing around and internet lolz.  Additionally, the highlighting capability could be 
useful both to show your friends what you're referring to when making a comment and for quickening the 
time that people would have to spend reading the blog if it was exceptionally long; essentially, you could 
highlight the juicy stuff but still leave the entire text available for those who feel like reading the entire 
post. 
 
The only potential bug I could find related to the highlighting function.  I think it might still have  coding 
problems.  Regarding the interface of the highlighting option, I found it a little bit confusing when trying to 
highlight a picture from a webpage that you posted.  It makes sense immediately after you realize that 
you're supposed to click the "Highlight Selection" after hovering over the image, but the first few times I 
experimented with it, I had the compulsion to click the image which would then direct me to original 
website in another tab.   
 
So after I realized that flub I made, I successfully highlighted the image in the Edit Mode. When I clicked 
"Save Changes," however, it directed me back to the homepage where I could view my blog, yet none of the 
images I had highlighted showed up as being highlighted (they were just the same as before I had tried to 
edit them). 
 
This bug only occurred when I tried highlighting images on an external post, but I was successful in 
highlighting text on a blog post. However, when I tried highlighting in the blog post, everything would be 
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going fine: it would take me back to the homepage and say like "there are 0 comment(s) and 1 highlight." I 
clicked on that link to view the comments and make sure the highlight worked. (The comments all worked 
fine, bee tea dubs.) But when I selected highlights by erinzingre all that came up was bold text saying like 
"nulle" "invalid" "code line 58" etc.  I told Brien  this, so he looked at that blog post to see if he ad the 
same issue with the highlight.  At first he did, so he tried adding his own highlight in the Edit Mode.  Upon 
revisiting the blog after adding his highlight both highlights (his and mine) showed up perfectly fine.  That 
might be something to look into.  I checked the other fake accounts to see if I had similar problems with the 
highlights, and it seemed to be kind of hit and miss.  Some worked perfectly fine and others would come up 
with the "nulle" "invalid" bold text like what had happened earlier with mine. 
 
 
I found it difficult to access my applications in Facebook.  Navigation to specific features may be tricky at 
times.  It has a lot of features like the news feed that are not toggle-able.  Finding friends was relatively 
easy, and friend suggestions were useful. 
 
I had trouble selecting some videos using Clip Marks.  Also, some of the websites I visited were struct red 
such that I could only clip a small amount at a time.  I got a really disconnected feeling from the 
community when using this service.  Clipping most pictures was exceptionally easy however, and big block 
text was also fast and effective. 
 
Friend Lens community options like 'add friend' should be at the top of the page instead of forcing the user 
to scroll to the bottom.  Also, let's say you highlight some text but notice that you missed something.  If you 
go back to highlight the missing text and accidentally overlap the original highlighted text, nothing gets 
selected. I also didn't like that I can't return to the previous page after performing highlights and 
comments.  The highlighting and commenting here is the most advanced but also probably the hardest to 
use.  It's intuitive, just rocky at times. 
 
Friend Lens seems a very diverse site that allows users to present complex information, but only if you can 
create an external post.  I do like that it presents a portal for allowing blog-users to connect the multitude 
of blogging user-selected/interested websites, but still needs a better method for locating specific users 
without them simply giving you their username.  Even having a thumbnail picture of the person placed at 
the top with a short user-completed description wouid allow people to recognize other users and help users 
to better mentally organize the content they are viewing by associating it with a face (or other image). 
 
Clipmarks is very user-friendly in posting information and commenting on information, but it gets a near-
zero for allowing users to find specific content and especially other users.   
 
Facebook is very visually stimulating, uses a complex engine to allow users to easily operate its features 
without having to have a lot of web-based knowledge.  Hence the draw to massive amounts of idiots like me.  
Its structure may be limiting, but that is only really a hinderance to GH-esque nerds that make up a muh 
smaller portion of the population.   
 
In short, facebook markets itself to the population; the other two will need something added to popularize 
them among more customers than the obvious niche-groups... though that may be the whole point and I 
just missed it.  It could happen. 
 
 
On friendlens it would be nice if there was a search feature.  Currently I can see all the users.  But if there 
were 100 users I would rather search by name than scroll through a listing. 
 
On fiendlens I created my account then had to login.  Since I already entered all my information on the 
create account page, it would be nice if the system would skip the login page after creating an account. 
 
Stephen and I share a gmail account.  What I really liked about friendlens was that we could both create an 
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account even though we have the same email address.  I had a hard time creating an account in clipmarks 
because of this.  Of the three sites friendlens was the fastest and easiest site to create an account. 
 
Survey should have had the ability to declare that the user does not use these sites for this kind of function 
(e.g. - posting pictures or sharing content). 
 
I dont like that for friendlens, the entire profile of a person is their posts. It would be nice if, like other sites, 
you could create a profile with info about yourself and a pic. It also wasnt intuitive how to add/follow 
people. The comments and highlights are nice, but you have to click an additional time to view them, Iwish 
they would just display on the page because few people are going to click all those links to see them. 
 
clipmarks is a cool idea, but i hate that you have to download a plugin to upload anything. i would not use 
it just because of that. it was also difficult to create an account and had i not been taking the survey, i 
would have given up and abandoned the site at that point. 
 
facebook i still see as the ultimate social networking because with high school, college and location 
networks, and use of real names, it is so easy to find people you know or have things in common with.   
 
I try to stay away from these types of things as much as possible. I would probably use facebook the most, 
just because it is the most popular, and thus used by everyone who I would want to communicate/share 
with.  I find myself increasingly caught up in facebook, although I'm proud to say I don't have anything to 
do with Mafia wars or build your own vegan lawnmower simulation madness. While I do see the benefits of
these types of services, I end up spending more time on them than I want to. And as far as tweets are 





Primarily used for social networking, it provides features for loading converted video and pictures, but has 
no support for high resolution or archival media. Extensions to facebook are attempting to capitalize on the 
money gainable from the venture; but it's only strength is that people use it, and your are likely to find 




Primarily useless tool; allows you to bookmark sites and display them. Any other service can already do 
this with links, but this does allow archival of the data on those sites. It appears this is just a 'fad' 




The test application; Interfaces need to look and feel good. The internals allow you to make a copy ofa 
page for archival purposes, but does not allow data uploading from video or images. As far as a connection 
utility it does not provide the functionality facebook has, and therefore will not be use for the networking. 
 
I'm not sure what the purpose here is; but it seems like people want a automated way to post media content 
to a webserver; as well as tagging it and searching through everyone else's data for friends or similar 
interests. They also greatly desire security and privacy groups. Blogspot does a good job of most of this, but 
does not provide for more advanced media uploading (like MP3. movies, high res picture) 
 
-The Comment and Highlighting system is funky. 
 




-Full HTML posts are nice, but would likely confuse the interweb novice. 
 
-Highlighting a post alters the page orientation 
 
-At the very least there's no annoying background music, flashing bgs, or Farmville updates, thank you so 
much for that. 
 
I am less likely to use clip marks or friendlens because I am a private person and don't usually like telling 
the world or my friends what I am doing and reading online. If I did find something I wanted to share, 
however, I am most likely to use facebook because 1) I only would want to share with friends, not 
strangers, and facebook is where I can reach most of my friends at once. 
 
Needs a bit of polish, but over all I like the idea 
 
Friendlens would benefit from the following improvements: 
1) Ability to view the comment after you posted it 
2) Ability to search for friends 
3) As far as I could see, there wasn't a way to post pictures. If there is, it wasn't easily visible. 
4) Maybe the entire webpage need not be shown on the main page. Show a small excerpt and let people 
click on it to see the whole thing if they want to, otherwise it gets a little too cluttered. 
 
Overall, Clipmarks was a mess and took too long to figure out and when I did wasn't worth the effort to 
filter through all the crap in the feed. There should be more filtering options. As far as communicating with 
users, its more like a glorified media/link driven message board with a feed. Not that impressive. The 
design was a clever way to present the feed and view posts without leaving the page. That was smart, but 
ultimately it was too cluttered and difficult to use. 
 
Friendlens was a simplified Facebook with some of the usability of say a Mixx or Stumbleupon or Digg. 
Overall it lacked a decent design or layout and the usability suffered. Key navigation such as "add as 
friend," etc was almost an afterthought at the bottom of the user's page. Also, going to a person's page and 
have repeated "almost iframes" of their "posts" was confusing at first. Although an interesting idea to 
actually put the page they're posting about on their profile instead of a list of links, it was confusing at first 
and created a large page to scroll down. Maybe this was to avoid loading new pages for ease of use…I don't 
know, but it didn't work as well as maybe planned. I can see this getting really out of hand if a person has 
more than say 3 or 4 posts and does more like 3 or 4 a day. That could be one hell of a long page. 
 
One this Mixx does really well is have a very user f iendly design with actually words to help guide the user 
through the usability of the site. I feel this is one of the main reasons it has grown in popularity with the 
"joe schmo" web user that doesn't know a whole lot about the web other than email, Ebay and Facebook 
or MySpace. Clipmarks and Friendlens could learn a thing or two from the approach Mixx took being that 
they seem to operate a lot more like a "cousin" of Mixx than of Facebook.  
 
When comparing to Facebook, Facebook's usability is far superior. The design is intuitive for new and 
experienced users to easily access different parts of the site and interact with not only their friends on the 
site, but with friends off the site with things such as events, images, videos and more. Not to mentio the 
feed has multiple filtering options that these other sites didn't have. 
 
Ultimately, Clipmarks and Friendlens seem to be slightly different approaches to external content sharing 
sites such as Digg, Reddit, Mixx, etc moreso that a rethought approach to Facebook. Even so, They offer d 
different features not found on those sites (much like integrating a few small features found in Facebook 
with, say, a Mixx) which was a nice thought. Altogether, the ideas may be good, but the execution was sub 
par. I think a more intuitive design, more friendly interface, and an easier "discovery" experience for the 




I haven't heard of Clipmarks or FriendLens. 
 
clipmarks is s**t.  i was able to view the main page, and even view current posts.  everything else had 
infinite load times. 
 
